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In this essay, we discuss the usefulness and meaning of empirical models of economic
voting that rely on measures of individual economic perceptions. The effort is motivated by
the recent reappearance of a long-standing critique of the use of economic perceptions
data in individual level economic voting studies, with a consequent call for the use of
aggregate data, which suggests that variation in perceptions must reflect noise or error
because there can be only one “real” state of the national economy applicable to all re-
spondents in any national survey. We show, however, that this critique (and its corre-
sponding prescriptions for how to specify empirical models of economic voting) is based
on a misunderstanding about (1) the theoretical concepts called for by the leading theories
of economic voting (and that we should be trying to measure), (2) the nature of the
economy that individuals can actually observe (it is a distribution of possible states, not a
point) and, consequently, (3) the interpretation of correlations between individual eco-
nomic perceptions and electoral support.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1 Throughout this essay we will use the term “correlation” as a sub-
stitute for the many different statistical techniques (e.g., regression co-
1. Introduction

In this essay, we discuss the usefulness and meaning of
empirical models of economic voting that use either
aggregate economic statistics or individual economic per-
ceptions on the “right-hand side.” The effort is motivated
by the recent reappearance of a long-standing critique of
the use of economic perceptions data in individual level
economic voting studies, with a consequent call for the use
of aggregate data instead. In their recent book, for example,
van der Brug et al. (2007) question the meaning (and use-
fulness) of correlations between economic perceptions and
political support based on two related critiques: First, they
argue that “an adequate research design. avoids using
subjective indicators of economic conditions, since these
are strongly contaminated and subject to severe endoge-
neity problems.” (p.26) Second, they offer an even more
nson).

. All rights reserved.
fundamental critique: even if perceptions of the economy
were exogenous (or could be made so), survey measures
of these perceptions vary over individuals even though
the “state of the national economy is the same for all re-
spondents in a national survey.”1 Thus, the authors ask,
“what is reflected by different responses?” Their answer:
random error, different interpretations of survey questions,
or individuals “incorrectly accessing economic conditions.”
None of these answers, in their view, allows one to inter-
pret correlations between economic perceptions and po-
litical support as evidence for “economic voting”.

While we will be principally concerned with the second
critique in this paper, it is worth noting that the first has
been the subject of a long-standing debate in the literature
efficients or maximum likelihood estimates of coefficients from logistic
models) that are used to produce estimates of economic voting. These
techniques do not concern us; rather, we are focused on how one mea-
sures the variables used in these statistical procedures.
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on economic voting, including a number of quite recent
contributions (e.g, Evans and Anderson, 2006; Lewis-Beck
et al., 2008; Evans and Pickup, 2010; Nadeau et al., 2012;
Hansford and Gomez, 2013). On one hand, this literature
establishes conclusively that economic perceptions depend
on factors that also strongly impact vote choice (most
notably on partisan loyalties and ideological identifica-
tions). On the other hand, a large number of studies using a
wide variety of methods have shown that this apparent
endogeneity problem may be muted in the kind of empir-
ical applications usually found in this literature (i.e., when
appropriate research designs and careful specifications of
vote choice models are used). Indeed, our reading of the
current work on the subject supports the idea that the
potential endogeneity problem on its own should not lead
scholars to prefer aggregate objective measures of the
economy to individual level subjective measures.2 That
leaves, however, the second, and in many ways more
fundamental, critique raised by van der Brug, van der Eijk,
and Franklin.

To understand this depth of this critique, consider a
research design inwhich wemight safely assume economic
perceptions were exogenous to support. Say, for example,
we had pristine panel data in which wemeasured (for a set
of N respondents) changes in economic perceptions as well
as changes in support (with appropriate temporal lags)
over an extended period of time (say T time periods). Thus,
our data would vary in two ways: change in a given in-
dividual’s views would vary over time and, at any point in
time, the amount and direction of change in the views of
different individuals would also vary. Further suppose that
we used this data to show a strong relationship between
changes in economic perceptions and changes in support
for incumbents. Even in this pristine case (where there can
be little question of endogeneity), however, van der Brug,
van der Eijk, and Franklin would still question the meaning
of the correlation between changes in perceptions and
changes in support. On one hand, any variation in changes
in perceptions across individuals at the same time can not,
in their view, bemeaningful since the “state [and ostensibly
the change in state] of the national economy is the same for
all respondents in a national survey.” Any correlation based
on such variation is thus relating “noise” (i.e., random error,
different interpretations of survey questions, or incorrect
assessments of economic conditions) to signal (support
for incumbents) and so cannot produce a meaningful
2 We do not have a great deal to add to the statistical debate on this
question and that is not the purpose of this essay. However, we will re-
turn to this question in the penultimate section of the paper because in
addressing the other critique of using individual subjective perceptions in
models of economic voting, we reframe the issue in a way that we hope
will be helpful to those studying the issue of endogeneity. Specifically, our
discussion makes it clear that the non-random assignment problem
usually studied (i.e., economic perceptions are a non-randomly assigned
treatment since they may depend on the same measured (and ostensibly
unmeasured) variables that drive support) can be thought of as a set of
nested non-random selection problems, each of which can be evaluated
for relevance – both logically and empirically – on its own. We defer
further discussion of this until the end of the paper since to get to that
discussion we first need to clarify the meaning of correlations between
economic perceptions and support in the absence of endogeneity.
relationship. Even if one ignores variation across in-
dividuals at the same time and focuses inference only on
change in the same individual over time, the same critique
applies unless one can show that all the respondents’
changes in economic perceptions (on which this within-
subjects inference is being made) correspond precisely to
objective changes in the economy (which is clearly false if
there is any variation across individual changes in percep-
tions at the same time).

Thus, while the endogeneity critique of individual level
models of economic voting has received more attention in
the literature, it is important for scholars using individual
subjective perceptions of the economy in models of eco-
nomic voting to also address this second critique in a
straightforward way. If there is one “true” economic con-
dition, how can correlations based on variation in percep-
tions of that condition and political support tell us anything
about the role the economy plays in facilitating (or not)
democratic accountability? In this essay, we try to answer
this question by first “going back to basics,” and asking how
our theories of economic voting conceptualize “the econ-
omy”. This should always be the first step if we are trying to
operationalize the concept in a way that lets us capture the
theories that motivate our empirical work. Since there are
two leading theories of economic voting that motivate
almost all existing empirical work, we discuss how “the
economy” is conceptualized in both.3 This exercise reveals
that both theories require a conceptual definition of the
“economy” that focuses exclusively on the economic out-
comes that are observed by citizens – while ignoring more
abstract notions that invoke a “true” or “real” level of
economic activity. While such concepts may be important
for other theories – like theories of economic growth or
dependency – we show that they should not concern po-
litical scientists interested in studying economic voting
from a theoretical perspective that invokes either the logic
of rational accountability or of competency/selection (as
the vast majority of existing studies do).4

Having discovered that it is the economic outcomes
observed by voters (or the “observed economy” for short)
that we must try to measure to capture the logic of these
theories in our empirical models, the next obvious question
is what economic outcomes do voters observe? In
answering this question we will again look to the theory.
Doing so reveals that the concept of the “observed econ-
omy” that is invoked in each theory is (1) retrospective – so
we want to operationalize observed past economic out-
comes and (2) sociotropic – so we need to operationalize
collective rather than personal outcomes. These are, of
course, well known features of these theories and over the
years researchers have attempted to capture them in a va-
riety of differentmeasures. However, another implication of
these theories for the definition of the observed economy
3 These are the rational “accountability” and rational “competency” or
“selection” theories.

4 One obvious implication of this is that measurement critiques that
begin from the assumption that we should be trying to measure the “real”
economy must either be working from a non-mainstream theoretical
perspective or have strayed from the conceptual demands of the theory.
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has not been so universally recognized – specifically, that
the theories are cast at the individual level and so the
observedeconomic outcomeswewant tomeasure are those
that each individual voter observes. Under a set of (some-
what draconian) assumptions, we could assert that the
economic outcomes observed by each citizen are identical –
and so use a single set of measures to capture the economic
outcomes observed by all the individuals represented in an
empirical study.5 We argue, however, for a more realistic
view, in which the economic outcomes “observed” by
different individuals are unlikely to be the same, because
they are made up of small, idiosyncratic, samples of medi-
ated economic messages.6 The distribution of all such
mediated messages about the economy, in a certain juris-
diction for some interval of time (and from which these
samples are drawn), make up the potentially “observable
economy.” Consequently variation in opinions about the
economy represent real or “natural” variation in the distri-
bution of messages that make up the observable economy
and it is exactly this kind of variationwe should use to build
theoretically driven estimates of economic voting.

The rest of this essay fills in the details of the above
sketch in four steps. First, we describe the definitions of
economic voting and of “the economy” that are appropriate
to the two leading theories of economic voting. Second, we
examine the nature of the most important concept to come
out of these definitions: the “observable economy”. Specif-
ically, we use a variety of data to show that the observable
economy at any point in time is inherently variable – con-
trary to the explicit assumptions of the critique discussed
above. Third, we describe how two widely used theories of
public opinion formation and change provide mechanisms
by which we can sensibly connect our notion of the
“observable economy” to the actual economic messages
each individual observes (i.e., our “observed economy”) and
the summary opinions about these observations that make
up economic perceptions. Finally, we ask what all this
means for how we should interpret empirical correlations
between, on one hand, economic perceptions and support
and, on the other, economic aggregates and support.
2. The concept of “economic voting” and “the
economy” called for by economic voting theory: the
misunderstood centrality of the “observed economy”

Conceptual definitions should come from the theory in
which they are used and the concept of economic voting is
no exception. Further, since “the economy” is a component
of the concept of economic voting, our theories of economic
voting should guide the conceptual definition of the
economy that is appropriate to those theories. There are
two broad theories of economic voting that account for the
vast majority of work on the subject (see Duch and
5 As is done – separately for each time point and jurisdiction – in any
study that uses some selection of aggregate economic statistics on the
RHS of an aggregate or individual level model of electoral support.

6 This view follows directly from two of the most influential theories of
public opinion formation and change – by Zaller (1992) and Lodge and his
colleagues (e.g., 1995).
Stevenson, 2008 for a review). By far the most prominent
is the accountability model, in which rational voters punish
incumbents for bad economic outcomes in order to induce
future politicians to work to deliver good economic out-
comes. The important element of this theory for our defi-
nition of economic voting and “the economy” is that the
voter acts as a principal who does not get to observe the
effort level of his agent (the politician). Consequently, he
uses a punishment schedule that is tied to economic out-
comes to induce effort. The punishment schedule is simply
a probability of supporting the incumbent at each observed
level of the economy. Economic voting occurs, in this
model, if the punishment schedule voters use is not flat (so
their votes are actually tied to observed economic out-
comes). Importantly, the whole point of this model is that
the economy is observed while effort is not – thus, voters
(principals) use observed economic outcomes to build a
punishment schedule instead of unobservable levels of
effort. What this means is that the relevant “economy” in
this theoretical model is the economy that voters can and do
observe. Below we make a strong case that this observable
economy will not be constant across all principals – even in
theory – and so each principal (voter) will have a different
observed economy and, according to this theory, a different
level of punishment (i.e., the probability of voting for the
incumbent). Further, an observed correlation between
some individual level measure of the observed economy
and support for incumbents is readily interpretable under
this theory and the conceptual definition of “the economy”
that stems from it. Indeed, under this theory such corre-
lations essentially map out the slope of the average voter’s
punishment schedule and so are directly interpretable as
measures of economic voting.

The other, much less frequently invoked, theory of
economic voting that is used in the literature is the rational
selection or competency model. In contrast to the
accountability argument, rational voters in this model do
not punish or reward incumbents in order to induce future
effort, but rather try to use information from their obser-
vations of the previous economy to select competent pol-
iticians and parties. In this theory, the voter cannot observe
competence directly but uses observations of previous
economic outcomes as a noisy indicator of it. Given this,
rational voters can solve a signal extraction problem that
allows them to infer incumbent competence from these
observed outcomes (and vote accordingly).

As with the accountability model, the whole point of
this model of economic voting is that the individual ob-
serves an economy and makes a judgment based on those
observations. So for example, if the observed economy
were to differ from the “true economy,” the model makes it
clear that it is the observed economy that would (or would
not) induce a particular inference about competence (and a
resulting electoral strategy), not the actual level of eco-
nomic activity. Of course, nothing requires that theories of
economic voting depend on the observed economy rather
than the (almost certainly unobserved) level of economic
activity – it is simply that the theories that have been most
influential in the literature (and that have had the most
empirical support) do. One example of a theory of eco-
nomic voting that does not rely on the observed economy
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(as we are using the term here) is the “pocketbook voting”
theory in which individuals vote based on changes in their
personal economic circumstances. In such theories, which
have not fared well empirically, a truly worsening economy
will result in larger numbers of individuals who experience
real economic problems in their own lives. Thus, even if we
assumed no one ever looked at a newspaper or observed
anything about the general state economy, we would still
predict worsening economic conditions to decrease sup-
port for incumbents.7

In contrast, the whole logic of both the accountability
and selection arguments depend on voters observing and
forming opinions about the general state of the economy in
order to rationally allocate their support. This point cannot
be overemphasized. Previous critiques have assumed at the
outset that economic voting is defined by a connection
between movements in the “true economy” (perhaps
nosily measured in some way) and support; however, a
closer examination of the relevant theoretical arguments
make it plain that our theories of economic voting (and the
normative implications that flow from them) only require a
connection between the observed economy and support.
Thus, in both theories we see that the relevant concept of
the economy that we should be trying to measure is the set
of (sociotropic) economic outcomes the voter observes. But
what economic outcomes do voters in modern economies
actually observe? We turn to this question next.
3. The nature of the observable economy?

In this section we argue that the “observable economy”
in modern democracies is essentially equivalent to the
“mediated economy” – that is, personal experience plays
little role in generating relevant observations of economic
outcomes. Further, this “mediated economy” responds to
what we can call the “measured economy” – the set of
aggregate economic statistics that are intended to measure
different aspects of economic outcomes. Below, we review
the features of the mediated and measured economy and
argue that neither should be viewed as having a fixed state
at any single time point (or interval of time) for a particular
jurisdiction. Instead, each should be understood as defining
a frequency distribution of messages or statistics, respec-
tively, about possible states of the economy. This is not how
political economists have traditionally thought of the
economy when justifying models of economic voting (and
their measurement decisions); however, making this con-
ceptual adjustment is critical for properly understanding
themeaning of correlations between economic perceptions
and political support, as well as correlations between
aggregate economic statistics and support. Thus, we spend
7 The existence of theories of “pocketbook” voting that do not invoke
the concept of the observed economy as a core feature of the explanation
clearly suggest that aggregate measures of the “real economy” are useful
in models of aggregate support (assuming one can identify appropriate
aggregate measures – see below). However, they are cold comfort to
scholars who argue one should use aggregate economic statistics in
models of individual vote choice; since, in this case, one would obviously
prefer a direct measure of the individual’s particular economic
circumstance.
some time in this section presenting evidence that these
various manifestations of the economy are in fact distri-
butions, not points.
3.1. The real economy

While the “real economy” is not really relevant to the
most important theories of economic voting and so is not
our concern here, it is the implicit assumption of most
students of economic voting that there is some real –

though almost certainly unobservable – level of economic
activity that gets reflected in the measured and mediated
economies discussed below. Thus, it is worth spending a
moment clarifying our understanding of this concept.
Specifically, unlike the other concepts discussed below, it is
probably reasonable to assume that some “true” state of the
economy actually exists and is fixed for a given point in time
(i.e., a true level of economic activity, employment, etc.).8

Consequently, we can also think of their being a “true”
average economy for some jurisdiction over any interval of
time. For example, it is probably meaningful to think of
their being a true average economy over the month of June
in the United States. Likewise, it is meaningful to talk about
a “true” level of economic change between one time and
another and “true” levels of change in the average economy
from one interval of time to another (i.e., how the average
economy in July is different from the average economy in
June). What is important to understand, however, is that
this true economy is (1) unobserved (and almost certainly
unobservable), (2) only nosily (and perhaps wrongly) re-
flected in the distributions of the measured, mediated, and
observed economies, and (3) is not directly relevant for our
theories of economic voting, which do not ask us to mea-
sure the true state of the economy.
3.2. The measured economy

Regardless of whether it is useful to think of there being
a single “true” state of the economy within some jurisdic-
tion at a given time, we (and voters) certainly do not have
direct knowledge of this level. Instead, we rely on aggregate
economic statistics to characterize the state of the economy
for some jurisdiction over a given interval of time. Such
statistics do not provide a complete picture of the economy,
are noisy measures built from samples, often rely on re-
ported economic activity rather than actual activity, are
often contradictory, are politically contested, and are not
even particularly accurate at the time of their initial release
(as judged by the size and frequency of later revisions).
While this may seem obvious, these basic facts have not
been well reflected in the theoretical and empirical litera-
ture on economic voting and so it is worth exploring why,
even for a single interval of time in a single jurisdiction,
there is a great deal of variation in the measured economy.
8 The existence of this true economy is, in our view, independent of the
particular concepts like employment and economic activity used to
define it (i.e., the economy, like gravity, exists in nature even if we have
never labeled it). However, this philosophical issue is irrelevant to any
practical issues addressed in this paper.
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3.2.1. Many economic concepts to measure and many different
measures of the same economic concept

There are many different aspects of the economy that
are regularly measured by government statistical agencies,
private enterprises, and international organizations. Each
of these measures attempts to capture some underlying
economic concept and each of these concepts reveals some
aspect of the general state of the economy. Political Econ-
omists often focus on inflation and unemployment, but the
measured economy also includes trade statistics, the stock
market, leading indicators, and measures of many other
economic concepts. Any principled selection of specific
measures of the economy to use in an economic voting
study must be made for one of two reasons: (1) the
researcher has a theory about which aspects of the econ-
omy voters include (and do not include) in their support
calculus – assuming they can observe them; or (2) the
researcher believes that voters (again, if they could actually
observe these statistics) do some sort of integration of
different aspects of the measured economy into an overall
assessment. In the later case, the idea is that while the
particular measures selected do not reflect the complete set
of economic measures the voter may integrate into an
assessment, they are included in it.9

Of course, even if we concentrate on a particular
dimension of the economy, like unemployment, there may
be a variety of different estimates of the value of the
dimension available at any given time. For example, the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics regularly publishes seven
different estimates of unemployment, each of which is
calculated using a different definition and which can vary
dramatically (and, as we show later, different media outlets
pick and choose among them). For example, the monthly
unemployment rate most commonly reported in the
United States comes from the Current Population survey,
which estimates unemployment each month from ques-
tions asked to a sample of U.S. households. This survey
however is also used to produce five other unemployment
rates, as detailed in Fig. 1. In addition, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics also fields a different survey – of establishments
rather than households – that is used to produce an esti-
mate of the change in payroll employees in a given month.

Fig. 1 also provides the estimated unemployment rates
for July 2009 (initial release on August 7, 2009). The “official
unemployment rate” (U-3) is defined as the “total unem-
ployed, as a percent of the civilian labor force” as calculated
by the household survey (and depending on a particular
definition of what constitutes the civilian labor force –

which includes whether a person has been looking for a job
recently). Clearly, there is significant variation in these rates
– they range from 5.1 to 16.3. Further, althoughwewill take
up discussion of the mediated economy in the next section,
it is clear that all of these rates get reported. While there is
certainly coordination on the official rate, almost a quarter
9 Clearly if researchers were to think explicitly about this second point,
they would recognize that in selecting one or a small number of economic
aggregates to put into a model of political support, they are leaving out
others. Thus, in building an econometric model, they have a particular
kind of omitted variable problem (or equivalently a measurement error
problem).
of the stories that invoked the household survey reported
an unemployment rate other than the official one (calcu-
lated by ignoring the last rowof the table). In addition, if we
also include the 1547 mentions of the payroll survey, only
62% of all mentions of these six unemployment measures
were of the official rate.

In addition to the simple availability of different unem-
ployment rates, it is also important to understand that the
choice between them is politically contested by parties and
policymakers. One example of this is the continual sparring
among U.S. politicians over whether the establishment or
household survey should be used to characterize the U.S.
employment picture. This debate flares up whenever the
household survey diverges from the establishment survey,
with parties switching sides depending on which measure
favors them. For example, by the end of 2003, the Bush
administration put its considerable media operation behind
an attack on the establishment survey, which had been
providing a worse unemployment picture than the house-
hold survey. Further, this political effort seems to have
resulted in a marked decrease in the frequency with which
the household survey was reported, relative to the estab-
lishment survey. Daniel Gross, a contributor at Slate
Magazine, summarized the situation in January 2004:

“Last October, I dubbed the debate over the two surveys,
and the emerging campaign to ignore the payroll
numbers and focus on the household numbers, “anti-
disestablishmentarianism.” Last week I described how
it has become central to the Republican defense of
President Bush’s economic stewardship. The compara-
tively strong Household Survey figures also bolster the
Republican case for refusing to extend the federal
Temporary Extended Unemployment Compensation
program.” (Daniel Gross, Slate Magazine, January 2004)

The use of, and political contestation over, different
measures of unemployment is not unique to the United
States. In Britain, a recent, widely reported, controversy
involved the difference in two commonly used measures of
unemployment. One measure is based on the number of
people enrolling for unemployment benefits and the other is
the International Labour Organization’s estimate, which uses
the Labour Force Survey to identify those looking for work.
By August 2009, the two measures were giving very
different answers, and popular concern that some political
manipulation might be at work forced the government to
launch an inquiry into the differences. Fig. 2, summarizes the
difference in the threemonthmoving average of the changes
in the number of unemployed between the measures (note
that the use of themoving average tends to suppress the size
of the differences for any given time point – but we still see
substantial differences).10 It is clear that while there are
substantial difference in 2009 (as reflected by the media
coverage), other periods (e.g., late 2005) evidence differ-
ences that are as large (andmore sustained in one direction).
Overall, however, the message is clear, there are substantial
differences in the measures – leaving policy makers and the
10 To calibrate the sizes of these differences, the average change in the
claimant figures from quarter to quarter was 53,000, so differences in this
number between measures like those depicted in the chart are substantial.



Fig. 1. July 2009 Department of Labor Statistics Measures of Unemployment from the household survey. Mentions are from sources covered by Google News,
which includes over 4500 English language news sources. The results above are limited to U.S. sources. See Jarboe (2007).
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media with considerable room to choose the picture of the
unemployment situation that they like best.

Examples such as these can be repeated for inflation,
GDP, and just about any other economic statistic we could
choose. The point is simply that policymakers, the media,
voters, and researchers have a choice aboutwhichmeasures
of the economy to use – and, more importantly, that various
perfectly legitimate sets of measures can produce a sub-
stantively different view of what is happening in the
economy, with no obvious way to adjudicate between the
views.11 Thus, regardless of whether one thinks there is
some fixed real economy, the measured economy can only
reasonably be characterized as a distribution over the
possible states of the economy.12

3.2.2. They are sample statistics not population statistics!
Though it is a somewhat obvious point (at least for social

scientists) and so we do not dwell on it here, it is worth
remindingourselves that besides the fact that there aremany
different (and legitimate) sets ofmeasures characterizing the
state of the economy at any time, the measures themselves
are all estimates – and so these estimates are properly
11 One is tempted to wonder if the much discussed “contamination” of
economic perceptionswith partisanshipmight not be, in part, a function of
partisan press making different selections from, for example, the menu of
unemployment rates available to report. Thus, if a Republican in the United
States thinks unemployment is closer to 13% while a Democrat thinks it is
closer to 8%, can we say that either is “wrong” when each opinion may
simply reflect legitimate interpretations of the unemployment picture?
12 To be more precise, we think of each actual measure as a “draw” from
some underlying distribution of possible values of the measure. The
“measured economy” is this distribution.
thought of as drawn from a probability distribution over
possible values. In many cases these estimates are derived
from surveys (e.g., this includes most measures of inflation
and many of the official unemployment statistics in the
United States and Europe) and so come with explicit mea-
sures of uncertainly (though these are often buried rather
deeply in the reports). In other cases, data is collected inother
ways – but still rely on a noisy process of reporting that, we
can be sure, would not produce the same number in hypo-
thetical repeatedmeasures. Thus, again, we have to conclude
that the measured economy (even if we focus narrowly on a
single aggregate statistic) is properly viewed as a probability
distribution over possible states, not a single state.

3.2.3. The measures are wrong (or at least unstable)
An underappreciated fact about aggregate economic sta-

tistics is that they are almost always revised after their initial
release. Further, these revisions are substantial, occur multi-
ple times, andcancontinue foryearsorevendecadesafter the
initial publication of the statistic. Studies of economic voting
have almost universally ignored this important point.13

Economists, however, have become increasingly sensitive to
the issue of revision, andmany statistical agencies now track
and publish “vintage” economic series that retain the origi-
nally reported results. Using these vintage series, Croushore
and Stark have, in a series of papers (1999, 2000, 2003),
examined exactly how consequential these revisions in the
13 We are aware of only one – Duch and Stevenson (2008) – that relied
on contemporaneously reported economic information, though they use
this only to explore economic context and not to estimate economic
voting itself – for which they use subjective perceptions.



Fig. 2. Differences in ILO survey based vs. unemployment claims figures for British Unemployment. Source: Office for National Statistics, UK. http://www.
statistics.gov.uk/statbase/tsdtables1.asp?vlnk¼lms.
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UnitedStates are. Figs.3 and4, adapted fromtheir2000paper
but updated with new data, provide the answer. Fig. 3 gives
an example of all the revisions made over a 32 year period to
the official estimate of U.S. GDP growth for the first quarter of
1977. The original number was revised nine times over this
period with the resulting estimates ranging almost five
points!

Of course, this is only one example. Thus, Fig. 4 provides
a more general picture of the extent of revision to U.S. GDP
figures by showing the difference between the GDP growth
figure published in a given year and the figure for that same
year as it appears in the 1999. Clearly the 1977 case re-
ported above is not an isolated case. Over this period, the
differences between the originally reported figure and the
figure as it had been revised by 1999 were as much as 4
points and commonly 2 points (which is a huge rangewhen
we are considering quarterly GDP growth). Further, note
that as one moves from left to right in the graph one has
had less time between the original report and 1999, so
Fig. 3. Real output growth in the United States 1977Q1 as viewed from the perspecti
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/re
fewer chances for revision. Thus, the generally increasing
size of revisions (from left to right) suggest that as time
goes by the numbers get further from the original figure
rather than fluctuating up and down around it. Finally,
notice that the mean of the revisions is not zero – there is a
systematic tendency (at least for this statistic) to revise
upward – that is, the revised figures for output are gener-
ally better than they were at the time they were reported.

Is any of this important to economic voting? Certainly it
matters in the real world of elections. Consider, for example,
the relativelywell known revisions of U.S. economic statistics
that occurred following the first election of Bill Clinton to the
U.S. Presidency. George Bush, Sr. complained bitterly at the
time that the economy was better than was being reported
(or thatwas indicatedbyeconomicstatistics) and, it turnsout,
he was right. By all accounts, the economy was a very
important factor the decision of Americans in that election
and the prevailing view that the economywaspoor helped to
defeat the incumbent president. After the election, however,
ve of 128 different vintages. Source: Real-Time Data Set for Macroeconomists,
al-time-center/real-time-data/.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/statbase/tsdtables1.asp%3fvlnk%3dlms
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/statbase/tsdtables1.asp%3fvlnk%3dlms
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/statbase/tsdtables1.asp%3fvlnk%3dlms
http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/real-time-data/


Fig. 4. Revisions of real output growth in the United States: difference between originally reported data and the figure revised as of November 1999. The figure
shows the differences between the growth rates of real output as they appear in one recent vintage (November 1999) and the growth rates of real output as each
was first reported. Source: Real-Time Data Set for Macroeconomists, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/real-time-
center/real-time-data/.

14 Ultimately, information is mediated even if it is passed along in
conversations with individuals.
15 These data were collected by Raymond Duch and Randy Stevenson.
The sample of front pages was drawn from the two or three leading
papers in Canada, Belgium, France, Norway, Spain and the U.S. The
sampled dates were the day of and day (accounting for weekends and
holidays) after the release of official aggregate economic statistics
(inflation, unemployment, GDP) in each month of the sample period. In
our experience editors hold economic stories about a wide variety of
subjects and use the occasion of the release of economic statistics to print
them.
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the economy turns out to have been substantially better than
measures at the time suggested. In terms of research, it also
matters. If one is trying to measure the observed economy
using aggregate economic statistics (despite the various ob-
jections to this raised throughout this paper), then the theory
wouldseemtocall foruseof theoriginal series rather thanthe
revised series. After all, these figures were at least potentially
observable at the time voters formed their perceptions,while
the revised figures clearly were not (and so cannot be good
measures of the observable economy). As we indicated
earlier, however, no estimates of economic (of which we are
aware) have used such information.

Taking the various points in this section together, there
can be no doubt that themeasured economy provides only a
noisy, stochastic picture of the economy. It is simply not
tenable to regard a point estimate of a given economic sta-
tistic as the “truth” – even about the narrow concept it is
intended tomeasure – and to proceed to speculate about the
meaning of individual perceptions from that starting point.
There are many truths about each economic aggregate and it
is hard to decide that one is legitimate and others not. At
best, we should think of themeasured economy as providing
a menu of descriptions of economic outcomes from which
media outlets are able to pick and choose.

3.3. The mediated economy

Even if one rejects the idea that there are many different
legitimate measured economies, theories of economic
voting that ultimately invoke an individual’s ability to
observe economic outcomes cannot avoid the fact that these
individuals must obtain information about the economy in
some way. There are essentially two sources of economic
information in modern economies: personal experience and
the media. Mutz (1998), however, has argued (and shown)
that as economies modernize, mediated information comes
to completely dominate personal experience in the eco-
nomic perceptions of citizens.14 Thus, our task in this section
is to understand what the media actually reports about the
economy and sowhat kinds of messages about the economy
are actually available to voters.

3.3.1. Many subjects
We saw above that there are many different economic

statistics one can use to try to measure the economy, but
this would hardly matter to individual perceptions if the
media concentrated on one or a few of these to the exclu-
sion of all others. Certainly, if one were to use the economic
voting literature as a guide, one would think that the only
relevant aspects of the economy were unemployment and
inflation (and perhaps growth). Further, we would not bet
against the hypothesis that most political scientists think
that inflation and unemployment news is by far the most
reported economic news. Surprisingly, however, a sys-
tematic analysis of economic reporting shows that this is
not the case. Fig. 5 gives a histogram of the distribution of
economic topics that were discussed in a sample of almost
2000 headlines and articles about economic subjects re-
ported on the front pages of 12 newspapers from 6 coun-
tries between 1980 and 2000.15 Clearly, there is broad
variation in the kinds of economic subjects discussed. The

http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/real-time-data/
http://www.phil.frb.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/real-time-data/
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Fig. 5. Distribution of economic subjects mentioned in newspaper headlines and front pages.

16 That would require that we had stories from the different newspapers
about the same economic events. Our data, however, does not allow us to
identify the necessary events precisely enough to make this comparison.
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figure also reflects the importance of discussions of the
“general economy” in media accounts. These kinds of
stories do not focus on any one indicator but characterize
the economy in general.

3.3.2. A menu of measures to report
Above we saw that there are often many different

measures of a concept like unemployment that are made
available in official statistics. Thus, news agencies and ed-
itors have a menu of different numbers they can choose to
report. Further, as Fig. 1 made plain for the example of U.S.
unemployment, the media clearly does pick and choose
what to report, even in the relatively straightforward case
of unemployment figures. We suspect, but do not yet have
more systematic evidence, that there is a similar “menu of
choice” for other economic statistics and that these also get
reportedmorewidely than perhapsmost political scientists
appreciate.

3.3.3. Framing the economic news
Even in the seemingly clear case of a story reporting the

announcement of particular economic statistic, there can
be considerable variation in how that story is framed. One
illustration of this is the reporting surrounding the release
of the data reported in Fig. 1 (i.e., the U.S. Department of
Labor’s July unemployment report). The official unem-
ployment rate (U-3) had fallen from 9.5 to 9.4 but this was
interpreted very differently by different news sources.
Fig. 6 provides some representative headlines from major
U.S. news organizations that illustrate the wide range of
frames that were used to report this ostensibly “objective”
piece of economic news.

A somewhat more systemic survey of framing comes
from the data on economic news stories and headlines
described above. One of the things we asked coders to do
was to make a subjective judgment (on a five point scale)
about the meaning of the economic information provided
in the article. Likewise, we asked them to describe how the
story was framed by the reporter. Though this information
is not ideal for judging the extent to which framing varies
across news sources,16 it does at least reveal that coders
were, after training, able to identify a wide range of frames
used by reporters and that often these frames went counter
to the coder’s subjective judgment of the content of the
information (though, as wewould expect, in themajority of
the cases the frame is either neutral or matches the direc-
tion of the coders subjective assessment) (Fig. 7).

3.3.4. Much reporting of the economy is qualitative
Many economic stories are not principally concerned

with reporting aggregate economic statistics, but rather
provide a more qualitative assessment of an economic
topic. For example, a story about unemployment might
highlight the closing of a plant and make qualitative
statements like unemployment is “worsening” or the
“economic outlook is bleak.” We can use our data on
reporting of economic news stories to examine this ques-
tion more systematically. Fig. 8 gives a histogram of the
proportion of news stories in our sample (by topic) that
mentioned a specific value of an economic statistic and the
proportion of those that did not. While the use of quanti-
tative information varies by topic in the way we would
expect, for the majority of topics the reporting of numbers
is less common than not. The numbers for unemployment,
inflation, and growth are particularly important because



Fig. 6. Illustration of media spin in stories (published August 7–8, 2009) about the August 7, 2009 release of the Bureau of Labor Statistics “The Employment
Situation”.
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Fig. 7. Variation in the economic message and the frame of economic messages. The size of the circle indicates the proportion of the cases falling at that point in
the 5 � 5 grid formed by the possible combinations of the fame and subjective assessment codings. Circles in the northwest and southeast quadrants indicate
cases of “counter-framing”. The title of each of the six graphs indicates the time orientation (current, past, or future) of the economic information being reported,
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our sample focused on stories released on or directly
following the release dates of official statistics for these
measures. Thus, there were “fresh” numbers to be reported
in any story. Still, the split between providing a number and
providing none is about 60/40 in each case.

3.3.5. Much of economic reporting refers to local and regional
economies

While political economists tend to focus on the national
economy, individual perceptions of the economy may be
impacted by local conditions. Numerous studies in the
economic voting literature have shown that changes in
support respond not only to national economic conditions
but also regional and/or local conditions. The evidence
from our sample of economic news stories indicates that
regional and local reporting is common, though is clearly
dominated by stories with a national focus (Fig. 9).

3.4. A summary view of the observable economy

The point of Section 3 has been to convince students of
economic voting that the “observable economy” should
properly be thought of as a frequency distribution of mes-
sages about economic outcomes that are available to citizens.
With this conception, we can now use modern theories of
public opinion to help us to understandhow this distribution
ofmessages is translated into amore idiosyncratic “observed
economy” for each voter; how this is summarized in an
overall view of the economy (an economic perception); and
how the distribution of these economic perceptions relate to
the distribution of the observable economy.

4. The “Observed economy”: from a distribution of
messages to economic perceptions

If we understand that the observable economy should
be thought of a frequency distribution describing all the
available economic messages, we need to ask how an in-
dividual voter interacts with this distribution to form his or
her economic perceptions. In this section, we propose that
economic perceptions are generated in the sameway as any
other opinion that a citizen may form or change. Thus,
economic perceptions should be explainable using the
same theories of attitude formation and change that
animate most of the literature on public opinion and that –
not inconsequentially – start from the idea that the most
important information available to citizens in forming their
opinions about any political or economic topic is the dis-
tribution of relevant media messages. More specifically,
most modern theories of public opinion reject the tradi-
tional idea of innate, fixed attitudes in favor of attitudes
that are created and changed continuously over time and
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17 “Ultimately” is important here. Many people hear political information
form their friends, neighbors, and colleagues. However, most political in-
formationdisseminated in thiswaycomesoriginally fromamediatedsource.
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that are deeply impacted by the flow of media messages
available to individuals over time. Below we review two
leading theories that adopt this perspective and apply them
to the case of economic perceptions.

4.1. Zaller’s model of opinion formation and change

Zaller’s (1992) “memory-based” models assume that a
person’s expressed opinions, which might include opinions
about the current, past, or future state of the economy, are
based on a sample of the media messages that the person
has recently received and accepted. These messages are
available in memory (though they deteriorate relatively
rapidly – on the scale of days) and, when called upon to
express anopinionona topic (or tootherwiseuse anopinion
in formulating a decision), individuals aggregate these
messages in some way to formulate an opinion. In Zaller’s
original work, he suggested that individuals randomly
sample out of the available messages they have both
received and accepted; however, this assumption is not
crucial to his theory. Individuals could average over mes-
sages or aggregate in some other way. The main point is
simply that theexpressedopinion is a functionof a relatively
small set of recently received media messages. Zaller (and
Milton Lodge’s alternative theory described below) give
primacy to the media message as the most important –
indeed, almost the exclusive – means by which individuals
obtain information. This focus on the media message, in
contrast to personal experience, is a common feature of
modern theories of public opinion and, asmentioned above,
Mutz (1998) has demonstrated convincingly that inmodern
electorates most political information is ultimately medi-
ated.17 Given this, an individual’s probability of receiving
any particular message is strongly related to his level of
“habitual news reception,” which is itself a function of
education, income and other demographics (though not a
perfect function of these, see Price and Zaller, 1993). Finally,
Zaller suggests that sometimes voters reject messages that
they receive. There are, however, two functionally equiva-
lent versions of this piece of Zaller’s model. In one, voters
identify messages that are inconsistent with their political
predispositions and then reject those messages, so they do
not becomepart of the sample ofmessages fromwhich their
opinions are formed. Of course, this ability to identify
inconsistent messages requires a certain level of political
knowledge and Zaller shows that people with high levels of
habitual news receptionwill tend to have the knowledge to
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reject themostmessages. In addition, these individuals also
tend to be the most partisan (which in Zaller’s scheme
means they have the strongest predispositions) and so will
tend to reject the most messages.

In a second version of this part of Zaller’s theory (see his
1996 article), individuals do not reject individual messages
per se, but rather limit their exposure to messages that are
inconsistent with their predispositions by limiting their
media sources to those that they expect to provide consistent
information. In this version, the informational requirements
for limiting exposure to a broad selection of inconsistent
messages should beweaker than in the other version – since
selective exposure does not require the individual to recog-
nize specific issues and positions and compare them to their
predispositions, but only to identify “reliable” sources.

4.2. Lodge’s model

Another model of public opinion formation and change
that has animated work in recent years is due to Milton
Lodge and his colleagues (e.g., 1995, 2005). Unlike Zaller’s
model, this theory does not rely on an individual’s memory
for media messages. Instead, Lodge’s theory assumes that
for concepts on which an individual expects to have to ex-
press and opinion (or for which he or she thinks she may
need an opinion to make some decision), he or she estab-
lishes andmaintains a “running tally” – the value ofwhich is
simply “read” to discover their opinion when it is needed.
Upon hearing a new message with information relevant to
the content of the tally, the individual strips the message of
any valenced information and updates the tally in a positive
or negative direction – then forgetting the substance of the
message. Non-valenced information has little impact on
opinion and, since the idea of valence is closely tied to
emotional responses, themore affect-laden themessage the
bigger its impact on the tally. Importantly, of course,
establishment and maintenance of these tallies is not
conscious – but an unconscious process triggered by the
individual’s expectations about the judgments they will
have tomake (and opinions theywill have to express) in the
future.18 The paradigmatic example of this kind of running
tally is opinion about a political candidate during an election
campaign. Voters expect to have to make a judgment at the
end of the campaign and receive many different messages
relevant to an assessment of a candidate. In Lodge’s view,
each of these messages has some impact on the eventual
judgment – though the voter will not be able to recall the
substance of each message. Instead, each message – at the
time it is received – moves the voter toward or away from
the candidate (depending on its valance) and then its con-
tent is discarded (so it cannot be recalled later). Clearly, as
the tally trends farther in one direction, it takes muchmore
information in the opposite direction to move it back to
neutral, so this theory also captures a notion of “pre-
dispositions,” not unlike those in Zaller’s theory. Further,
Lodge is silent on the issue of selection of media outlets, but
there is nothing in his theory that rules out the idea that
18 The elimination of such tallies happens in the same way – a tally that
is not used, or expected to be used, will (again unconsciously) disappear.
some voters may select their sources of information so that
they seldom receive some kinds of messages.

Applied to opinion about the economy, Lodge’s theory
suggests that voters have online tallies that keep track of
how the economy is doing in general and perhaps specific
aspects of the economy like unemployment and inflation.
Whether they maintain such tallies should be predictable
from whether they should expect to have to use such in-
formation to make decisions or express opinions. If a per-
son is likely to need such tallies to make decisions in their
daily life, they will likely establish and maintain them.
Thus, likely home or car buyers may have a tally for interest
rates, those with an eye toward changing jobs (or college
seniors) may well track unemployment, a homemaker may
– even unconsciously – follow price levels and a person
with retirement investments the stock market. More
generally, it is probably safe to assume that most people
regularly make decisions that require an assessment of the
general state of the economy and so have reason to main-
tain a tally or set of tallies about the economy. Further, at
certain times – like periods of economic distress or during
the political campaign season – the economy tends to be an
important topic of social conversation. Consequently, peo-
ple can expect, during these times, to be called upon to
offer an opinion about the economy in the normal course of
social interaction – and so may (unconsciously) establish
and maintain such tallies. Since, in this theory, individuals
tend to forget the substance of messages they receive,
while retaining only the directional and affective impact of
the message, wewould not expect most voters to be able to
recall what they had heard about (for example, the exact
rate of unemployment); however, we should expect them
to have an opinion about how unemployment is going that
reflects the influence of this information.

While there is obviously much that is different between
Lodge’s and Zaller’smodels, the implications of bothmodels
for the interpretation of correlations between economic
perceptions and political support are the same. Specifically,
given one accepts that the mediated economy presents a
distribution of different messages to the voter at any given
time, one can think of the stream of economic messages
that impact a voter’s online tally about the state of the
economy as a sample out of the available messages. Thus,
any two voters will almost certainly have a different opinion
about the economy at any given time. Both such opinions
are legitimate and cannot be said to be “wrong” without
some analysis of the connections between the distribution
of media messages, the distribution of the measured
economy, and the distribution of the real economy.

5. The interpretation of empirical correlations
between different measures of the “observed
economy” and political support

In this section, we summarize what we have learned so
far in order to address how one should interpret two kinds
of correlations often reported in the economic voting
literature. The first are correlations between measures of
individual level economic perceptions and political support
and the second are correlations between aggregate eco-
nomic measures and aggregate levels of political support.



19 What does this conclusion mean for our motivating example (in
which voter B accepted only optimistic messages)? It means that condi-
tional on B’s partisanship (where the conditioning is done in a properly
specified model that accounts for endogeneity though design, an in-
strument, or in some other way) if B’s sample of messages happened to
have been less optimistic than the one he actually received and accepted
(so we are implicitly assuming that the process of receiving and accepting
messages has some stochastic component) he would have been less
supportive of the incumbent. The point is, that conditional on making his
perceptions exogenous through design or modeling, we still have to ask
what a positive correlation between them means.
20 Keeping in mind that in establishing the causal connection, the model
very likely had to condition on variables like partisanship, so that it may
be more accurate to say that differences in perceptions among individuals
with the same partisanship (and whatever other conditioning variables)
are meaningful differences in the observed economy.
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5.1. Correlations between measures of economic perceptions
and support

Case 1: random sampling from the distribution of media
messages.

In either Zaller’s or Lodge’s model of attitude formation,
an individual’s opinion about the current or past state of
the economy is a function of the mediated economic
messages he or she has received and accepted. If we
combine this insight with the demonstrated fact that the
media message about both the general state of the econ-
omy and specific aspects of it, like the level of unemploy-
ment, are properly thought of as a frequency distribution
over the range of possible messages (i.e., the “mediated
economy”, or even the more narrow “mediated unem-
ployment rate”, is not a point but a distribution), the im-
plications of this for the substantive meaning of subjective
economic perceptions become clear. In the simplest case, in
which we ignore (for the moment) the “rejection” part of
Zaller’s model (which is also implicit in Lodge’s model),
each individual receives a random sample of economic
messages from the distribution of such messages and so
differences in opinion over individuals will reflect the nat-
ural variation contained in the distribution of media mes-
sages. Fig. 10 illustrates this for the simplification in which
we have collapsed the distribution of economic messages
to a single dimension. Persons A and B have both sampled
five messages randomly (A’s are identified and the rest are
B’s). Simply averaging the messages each received, we see
they come to different conclusions about the state of the
economy, with B significantly more optimistic than A.

This simple example makes it clear that if we invoke
modern theories of public opinion formation and change
and combine this with the understanding that the observ-
able economy is a frequency distribution of messages, it
simply does not follow that variation in observed opinion
about the economy means some individuals must hold
“wrong” opinions. Instead, all of these different opinions can
be “right” in the same way that different estimates of an
unknown parameter that are based on different random
samples from the same population are all “right”. Thuswhen
we base estimates of economic voting on correlations be-
tween these opinions and support, our estimates can be
meaningful expressions of the connection between the
mediated economy and support. Whether this connection
then maps into meaningful connections between the
measured economy and support depends, of course, on how
well the distribution of the mediated economy matches the
distribution of the measured economy. If these distributions
are all approximately the same, we can take the voters’
samples out of the mediated economy as equivalent to
samples out of the distribution of the measured economy
and thus interpret correlations based on that variation as
indicative of a relationship between variation in the
measured economy and variation in the support.

Case 2: Non-random sampling from the distribution of
media messages.

If the messages are non-randomly sampled from the
distribution of media messages, what does it mean for
estimates of economic voting that depend on opinions
formed from these samples? Suppose, for example, that
voter B’s sample of messages was not a random selection
but resulted from his rejection of messages that portrayed
the economy too negatively. If this pattern of rejection was
due to him being an incumbent partisan, then we have a
standard non-random selection problem (inmessages) that
results in his aggregated perceptions of the economy being
non-randomly assigned (i.e., they are caused by some of the
samemeasured (e.g., partisanship) and unmeasured factors
that drive support – see Achen, 1986).

As we pointed out in the introduction, this is exactly the
endogeneity problem that forms the second pillar of van der
Brug, van der Eijk, and Franklin’s (2007) critique of individual
level models of economic voting. And, again, this critique has
been addressed in an active literature that, in our view, has
established that a causal impact of economic perceptions on
support remains even after one has handled the endogeneity
issue through either study design or through statistical fixes.
These remedies have included two-step methods that
“purge” perceptions of their contaminants (e.g., Duch et al.,
2000; Duch and Palmer, 2002; Duch and Stevenson, 2008),
multiple equation models of perception formation and sup-
port that use various kinds of instruments for perceptions
(e.g., Nadeau et al., 2012; Hansford and Gomez, 2013),
research designs mapping changes in perceptions and sup-
portover time inpanel data (e.g., Lewis-Beck et al., 2008), and
designswhich focusonlyon samples of “independent”voters
(Stevenson, 1997). Indeed, despite a vocal minority that
questions these efforts (e.g., Evans and Pickup, 2010), our
readingof developments in this literature is that asbetter and
better evidence has been brought to bear (especially large
panel data sets) it has become increasingly clear that exoge-
nous changes in economic perceptions at the individual level
do cause changes in political support.19 Thus, the question of
how to interpret that causal relationship (which has been the
subject of this paper) becomes evenmorepressing. But, given
a design that can establish a causal connection between
perceptions and support, the discussion in the previous sec-
tion about the meaning of variation in perceptions applies
directly. We can interpret differences in perceptions across
individuals as meaningful differences in the observed econ-
omy that different Individuals see.20

A final comment on the issue of endogeneity is appro-
priate, given the rancor that this issue has caused in the
literature. It is reasonable, in our view, to ask if students of
economic voting should really even care about establishing



Fig. 10. Illustration of opinion formation via sampling from the distributions of mediated messages about the economy.
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the causal impact of economic perceptions on support in-
dependent of variables like partisanship. In real world
elections, the two variables move together and our theories
(at least the ones about perception formation reviewed here)
say they should. Given a partisan media (in the sense that
some will systematically select messages that favor the
incumbent – including economic messages) and individuals
who selectively pay attention to media on the basis of their
partisanship, different voters will “see” a different political
and economic world if they selectively attend to different
partisan messages. This selective attention will drive their
opinions about all aspects of the political world including
issue position, economic perceptions, and support for can-
didates. The idea of picking out one of the elements of this
system and trying to purge it of the context in which it was
formed is, perhaps, and odd thing to do. Instead, one may
want to accept that economic voting is one path by which
partisan debates are expressed in the electorate.

5.2. Correlations between measures of aggregate economic
outcomes and aggregate levels of political support

We can also ask what the perspective in this paper says
about the interpretation of correlations between aggregate
economic statistics and electoral support.21 The clearest
21 These kinds of studies come in two flavors that are superficially
different but fundamentally the same. The first type are studies that
correlate measures of the aggregate economy over time (and/or across
contexts) with aggregated electoral or popularity data. The second type
correlates measures of the aggregate economy over time (and/or across
contexts) with individual level data on political support. It should be
obvious that (despite whatever multilevel modeling one may do) stacking
20 samples of 1000 voters from 20 different years next to 20 employment
rates (one for each of those years) is still essentially a correlation between
20 observations – one has simply obscured the fact that the individual
data is aggregated to produce the correlation (though the precise form of
this aggregation will depend on the kind of model employed). For
example, the evidence about economic voting in van der Brug et al.’s
(2007) approximately 50 elections comes from those aggregate obser-
vations (with their models implicitly aggregating voters) not from inde-
pendent information on the thousands of individuals they stacked
together in estimating their models.
message about such measures (which are constant across
individuals but vary across different electoral contexts) is
that these aggregate statistics are only good measures of
the observed economy in a given context if we assume
that all individuals in the context observe the same eco-
nomic outcomes. However, given the variability in both
the measured and mediated economies that we illustrated
above, this is unlikely to be true. Thus, while our theories
of economic voting clearly require us to measure the
economy that individuals actually observe, aggregate
economic voting models can only provide such a measure
under very strong assumptions about the homogeneity of
individual experience. Further, even if one recasts the
theory to require only that we measure the economy that
the average voter observes, there is no guarantee that the
average voter observes any particular aggregate economic
statistic. Even if this voter bases her perceptions on an
unbiased sample from the distribution of economic mes-
sages, we have shown that there is no guarantee that the
average media message about even a single economic
concept (e.g., unemployment) will equal the economic
statistic for that measure used in an aggregate economic
voting analysis. Not only will this measure have likely
been revised repeatedly, but alternative measures of the
same concept were likely available (and widely reported)
and the researcher likely selected the specific measure
used without really considering its connection to the
concept it is supposed to proxy. Thus, scholars using
aggregate statistics on unemployment or GDP or some
other aspect of the economy as proxies for the concept of
the “economy the average voter observes” must still rely
on strong assumptions about the connections between
their measures and voter perceptions of those measures.

We do not point this out to suggest that the use of
aggregate data in studies of economic voting is not helpful,
but rather to re-establish an appropriate balance in the
consideration of individual perceptions vs. aggregate eco-
nomic statistics. There are challenges to using both kinds
of measures that need to be appreciated and blanket
statements like we quoted in the introduction (i.e., “an
adequate research design. avoids using subjective
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indicators of economic conditions”) are as unwarranted as
is advice to avoid aggregate measures. Instead, a more
productive line of inquiry is to ask when estimates of
economic voting from aggregate data (which rely only on
cross-contextual variation) will give us answers that are
similar to those produced with better measures of the
observed economy (i.e., appropriately exogenous measures
of economic perceptions)? The understanding of how
economic perceptions are formed that we have advanced
here helps us answer this question. Specifically, when in-
dividual economic perceptions are closely tied to aggregate
economic statistics (across all contexts), the whole distri-
bution of economic perceptions (including its average) will
move in tandemwith economic statistics and so we would
expect the two kinds of correlations to give similar sub-
stantive results (e.g., the same pattern of variation in the
strength of economic voting across contexts). And, of
course, this is what the huge literature on economic ex-
pectations shows: While the relationship is not perfect,
average perceptions of economic aggregates, are closely
connected to actual economic aggregates (e.g., see Duch
and Stevenson, 2010 for a review of the connection be-
tween inflation and perceptions of inflation in a large
sample of Western European countries). Indeed, this kind
of connection is likely responsible for the broadly similar
maps of economic voting obtained in Duch and Stevenson
(2008), which used perceptions data to study economic
voting across electoral contexts, and van der Brug et al.
(2007), which used economic aggregates.
6. Conclusion

In this essay, we address a long-standing critique of
individual level models of economic voting that correlate
survey measures of economic perceptions and support for
parties or candidates. We show that this critique is based
on a misunderstanding of the conceptual requirements of
most theories of economic voting, which depend on the
concept of the “observed economy” rather than any notion
of a real level of economic activity. Having changed one’s
focus to the correct theoretical concept, we argue that the
“observed economy” for any individual is best thought of as
some aggregation of an idiosyncratic sample of economic
messages from the distribution of all such economic mes-
sages that are available in some interval of time in some
jurisdiction (we call this the “the observable” economy).
Consequently, correlations between economic perceptions
formed from this sample and measures of individual level
support for candidates or parties are fully interpretable
substantively. They are not simply noise or error around
some “true economy,” but reflect the frequency with which
different economic messages are available to voters.
Whether this frequency distribution in turn reflects the
distribution of economic statistics (i.e., the “measured”
economy) or even some unobservable “true economy”
should be more thoroughly investigated by students of
both economic voting and the media. However, if there is a
close connection between the two distributions, we should
expect a correspondingly close connection between the
results of studies of economic voting that rely on percep-
tions and similar studies that rely on aggregate economic
statistics.
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